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Film Music Masterclass
(5th to 10th of February 2023)
Led by the conductor and percussionist Olivier Dejours. The orchestra will practice 
and record original music from a motion picture in our professional studio 
dedicated to film music recording.

Short bio

composer & conductor 
Olivier Dejours

PART I

As a conductor and composer, he had the constant desire to bring together 
tradition and creation into his work. After piano, percussion, composition and 
conducting studies, Olivier Dejours was a member of the Percussions de 
Strasbourg from 1976 to 1982. They created and played pieces written by more 
than thirty composers, among them Iannis Xenakis, John Cage, Claude Ballif, Luis 
de Pablo and Karlheinz Stockhausen.

He then began a career as both conductor and composer with the constant He then began a career as both conductor and composer with the constant 
desire to bring together tradition and creation.As a conductor he has led operas 
including several notable premieres such as To Be Sung by Pascal Dusapin, 
Jakob Lenz by Wolfgang Rihm, La Sonate des spectres by Aribert Reimann, La 
Confession impudique by Bernard Cavanna and Der Kaiser von Atlantis by Viktor 
Ullmann. He spent a few years developing – first with Le Banquet and then Le 
Banquet Orchestra – a project of parallels between the music of Mozart and that 
of contemporary composers.of contemporary composers.

He has also composed numerous works for the stage, notably for Matthias 
Langhoff, Michel Deutsch, Jean Dautremay and Gilberte Tsaï, among others. In 
particular, he has questioned the relationship between music and language, 
between speaking and singing. 
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Hybrid Music Masterclass
(12th to 18th of February)
Led by the conductor and violinist Etienne Abelin and the composer, producer and 
DJ Gabriel Prokofiev. This duo will work with the orchestra on Gabriel Prokofiev’s 
Beethoven9Remix, a mix between classical tradition and modern electronics.

Short bio

conductor, violinist
Etienne Abelin

PART I

Etienne Abelin the famous conductor, creative entrepreneur, and violinist with a 
passion for inspiring people, described as the post-classical pioneer and icon of 
new ways in classical music. 
Etienne’s musical work is wide and varied. To name just a selection of his 
previous roles, he has conducted Bach&Electronics with pianist Francesco 
Tristano, the Youth Orchestra of Caracas and the Sistema Europe Youth 
Orchestra at La Scala Milano.

He is also a co-founder of the Ycal network, the Sistema Europe Youth Orchestra He is also a co-founder of the Ycal network, the Sistema Europe Youth Orchestra 
and of the Sistema-inspired initiative, Superar Suisse.
As an educator, he developed a "7 Dimensions of Musical Excellence" framework 
for the Sistema Europe Youth Orchestra. 

Etienne has also spoken and performed at TEDx events, passing on his passion 
for modern perspectives on classical music to audiences across the world.
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Hybrid Music Masterclass
(12th to 18th of February)
Led by the conductor and violinist Etienne Abelin and the composer, producer and 
DJ Gabriel Prokofiev. This duo will work with the orchestra on Gabriel Prokofiev’s 
Beethoven9Remix, a mix between classical tradition and modern electronics.

Short bio

composer, producer & DJ
Gabriel Prokofiev

PART I

Gabriel Prokofiev is composer, producer, DJ, and artistic director, uniquely 
positioned at the intersection of the past and future of contemporary music 
creation.

He developed a parallel music career as a dance, grime, electro and hip-hop He developed a parallel music career as a dance, grime, electro and hip-hop 
producer. This background in dance music combined with his classical roots 
gives his music a unique and truly contemporary sound. Gabriel has built up a 
large body of orchestral and chamber works and has composed seven 
concertos, as well as many electronic works.

His works have been performed internationally by orchestras including Seattle His works have been performed internationally by orchestras including Seattle 
Symphony, Detroit Symphony, St Petersburg Philharmonic, Moscow State 
Symphony, BBC Philharmonic.

In 2019, his first full-length opera Elizabetta was premiered by Regensburg Opera 
in Bavaria. 



Recording Music 
Masterclass

Short bio

Fames 
Project studio

The students will be introduced to the specifics skills required on a recording stage. 
The sessions will be organized all along the presence of the students based on Fames 
sessions’s schedule. The students will have the opportunity to join professional 
recording sessions under the direction of our in house conductors for international 
composers and productions. 

FAMES is a music production company founded in 2007, specialized in recording 
orchestral music, in which more than 4000 orchestral projects have been recorded 
in the last 10 years within the world music market, and today it is recognized as one 
of the leading companies in the production sector of orchestral music.
For more than 10 years, FAMES has implemented regional and European projects For more than 10 years, FAMES has implemented regional and European projects 
employing more than 150 top professional classical musicians from the Western 
Balkans and other European countries. The orchestra has gained vast experience by 
recording over thousands of recorded orchestral sessions. In addition to its 
production activities, FAMES has increased its capacities enabling the recording of a 
large number of regional projects, supporting local creativity and music production.
In 2017, FAMES built an orchestra studio with over 2000 square meters in Skopje, S. In 2017, FAMES built an orchestra studio with over 2000 square meters in Skopje, S. 
Macedonia. The studio is specially designed for recording orchestral projects and 
provides top quality acoustics, a selection of microphones and technical 
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